Abstract-We consider a general multiple-antenna network with multiple sources, multiple destinations, and multiple relays in terms of the diversity-multiplexing tradeoff (DMT). We examine several subcases of this most general problem taking into account the processing capability of the relays (half-duplex or full-duplex), and the network geometry (clustered or nonclustered). We first study the multiple-antenna relay channel with a full-duplex relay to understand the effect of increased degrees of freedom in the direct link. We find DMT upper bounds and investigate the achievable performance of decode-and-forward (DF), and compress-and-forward (CF) protocols. Our results suggest that while DF is DMT optimal when all terminals have one antenna each, it may not maintain its good performance when the degrees of freedom in the direct link are increased, whereas CF continues to perform optimally. We also study the multiple-antenna relay channel with a half-duplex relay. We show that the half-duplex DMT behavior can significantly be different from the full-duplex case. We find that CF is DMT optimal for half-duplex relaying as well, and is the first protocol known to achieve the half-duplex relay DMT. We next study the multiple-access relay channel (MARC) DMT. Finally, we investigate a system with a single source-destination pair and multiple relays, each node with a single antenna, and show that even under the ideal assumption of full-duplex relays and a clustered network, this virtual multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system can never fully mimic a real MIMO DMT. For cooperative systems with multiple sources and multiple destinations the same limitation remains in effect.
over different propagation paths may add destructively or constructively and cause random fluctuations in the received signal strength [1] . This phenomena, which is called fading, degrades the system performance. Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems introduce spatial diversity to combat fading. Additionally, taking advantage of the rich scattering environment, MIMO increases spatial multiplexing [2] , [3] .
User cooperation/relaying is a practical alternative to MIMO when the size of the wireless device is limited. Similar to MIMO, cooperation among different users can increase the achievable rates and decrease susceptibility to channel variations [4] , [5] . In [6] , the authors proposed relaying strategies that increase the system reliability. Although the capacity of the general relay channel problem has been unsolved for over 30 years [7] , [8] , the papers [4] [5] [6] triggered a vast literature on cooperative wireless systems. Various relaying strategies and space-time code designs that increase diversity gains or achievable rates are studied in [9] - [36] .
As opposed to the either/or approach of higher reliability or higher rate, the seminal paper [37] establishes the fundamental tradeoff between these two measures, reliability and rate, also known as the diversity-multiplexing tradeoff (DMT), for MIMO systems. At high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the measure of reliability is the diversity gain, which shows how fast the probability of error decreases with increasing SNR. The multiplexing gain, on the other hand, describes how fast the actual rate of the system increases with SNR. DMT is a powerful tool to evaluate the performance of different multiple-antenna schemes at high SNR; it is also a useful performance measure for cooperative/relay systems. On one hand it is easy enough to tackle, and on the other hand it is strong enough to show insightful comparisons among different relaying schemes. While the capacity of the relay channel is not known in general, it is possible to find relaying schemes that exhibit optimal DMT performance. Therefore, in this work we study cooperative/relaying systems from a DMT perspective.
In a general cooperative/relaying network with multiple antenna nodes, some of the nodes are sources, some are destinations, and some are mere relays. Finding a complete DMT characterization of the most general network seems elusive at this time, we will highlight some of the challenges in the paper. Therefore, we examine the following important subproblems of the most general network.
• Problem 1: A single source-destination system, with one relay, each node has multiple antennas.
• Problem 2: The multiple-access relay channel (MARC) with multiple sources, one destination, and one relay, each node has multiple antennas.
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• Problem 3: A single source-destination system with multiple relays, each node has a single antenna.
• Problem 4: A multiple source-multiple destination system, each node has a single antenna.
An important constraint is the processing capability of the relay(s). We investigate cooperative/relaying systems and strategies under the full-duplex assumption, i.e., when wireless devices transmit and receive simultaneously, to highlight some of the fundamental properties and limitations. Half-duplex systems, where wireless devices cannot transmit and receive at the same time, are also of interest, as the half-duplex assumption more accurately models a practical system. Therefore, we study both full-duplex and half-duplex relays in the above network configurations.
The channel model and relative node locations have an important effect on the DMT results that we provide in this paper. In [38] , we investigated Problem 3 from the diversity perspective only. We showed that in order to have maximal MIMO diversity gain, the relays should be clustered around the source and the destination evenly. In other words, half of the relays should be in close proximity to the source and the rest close to the destination so that they have a strong inter-user channel approximated as an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. Only for this clustered case we can get maximal MIMO diversity, any other placement of relays results in lower diversity gains. Motivated by this fact, we will also study the effect of clustering on the relaying systems listed above.
A. Related Work
Most of the literature on cooperative communications consider single-antenna terminals. The DMT of relay systems were first studied in [6] and [39] for half-duplex relays. Amplify-andforward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) are two of the protocols suggested in [6] for a single-relay system with single-antenna nodes. In both protocols, the relay listens to the source during the first half of the frame, and transmits during the second half, while the source remains silent. To overcome the losses of strict time division between the source and the relay, [6] offers incremental relaying, in which there is a 1-bit feedback from the destination to both the source and the relay, and the relay is used only when needed, i.e., only if the destination cannot decode the source during the first half of the frame. In [27] , the authors do not assume feedback, but to improve the AF and DF schemes of [6] they allow the source to transmit simultaneously with the relay. This idea is also used in [39] to study the nonorthogonal amplify-and-forward (NAF) protocol in terms of DMT. Later on, a slotted-AF scheme is proposed in [40] , which outperforms the NAF scheme of [39] in terms of DMT. Azarian et al. also propose the dynamic decode-and-forward (DDF) protocol in [39] . In DDF, the relay listens to the source until it is able to decode reliably. When this happens, the relay re-encodes the source message and sends it in the remaining portion of the frame. The authors find that DDF is optimal for low multiplexing gains but it is suboptimal when the multiplexing gain is large. This is because at high multiplexing gains, the relay needs to listen to the source longer and does not have enough time left to transmit the high-rate source information. This is not an issue when the multiplexing gain is small as the relay usually understands the source message at an earlier time instant and has enough time to transmit.
MIMO relay channels are studied in terms of ergodic capacity in [41] and in terms of DMT in [42] . The latter considers the NAF protocol only, presents a lower bound on the DMT performance, and designs space-time block codes. This lower bound is not tight in general and is valid only if the number of relay antennas is less than or equal to the number of source antennas.
The multiple-access relay channel (MARC) is introduced in [43] , [20] , [44] . In MARC, the relay helps multiple sources simultaneously to reach a common destination. The DMT for the half-duplex MARC with single antenna nodes is studied in [45] [46] [47] . In [45] , the authors find that DDF is DMT optimal for low multiplexing gains; however, this protocol remains to be suboptimal for high multiplexing gains analogous to the single-source relay channel. This region, where DDF is suboptimal, is achieved by the multiple-access amplify-and-forward (MAF) protocol [46] , [47] .
When multiple single-antenna relays are present, the papers [9] , [12] , [15] , [23] , [27] , [33] , [34] show that diversity gains similar to multiple-input single-output (MISO) or single-input multiple-output (SIMO) systems are achievable for Rayleighfading channels. Similarly, [6] , [39] , [48] , [49] upper-bound the system behavior by MISO or SIMO DMT if all links have Rayleigh fading. In other words, relay systems behave similar to either transmit or receive antenna arrays. Problem 4 is first analyzed in [50] in terms of achievable rates only, where the authors compare a two-source two-destination cooperative system with a MIMO and show that the former is multiplexing gain limited by , whereas the latter has maximum multiplexing gain of .
B. Contributions
In the light of the related work described in Section I-A, we can summarize our contributions as follows.
• We study Problem 1 with full-duplex relays and compare DF and compress-and-forward (CF) [8] , [20] strategies in terms of DMT for both clustered and nonclustered systems. We find that there is a fundamental difference between these two schemes. The CF strategy is DMT optimal for any number of antennas at the source, the destination or the relay, whereas DF is not.
• We also study Problem 1 with half-duplex relays. This study reveals that for half-duplex systems we can find tighter upper bounds than the full-duplex DMT upper bounds. Moreover, we show that the CF protocol achieves this half-duplex DMT bound for any number of antennas at the nodes. This is the first known result on DMT achieving half-duplex relaying protocols.
• For Problem 2, we show that the CF protocol achieves a significant portion of the half-duplex DMT upper bound for high multiplexing gains. Our results for single-antenna MARC easily extend to multiple-antenna terminals.
• We examine Problem 3 and Problem 4 and develop the DMT analysis to understand if the network provides any MIMO benefits. Our analysis shows that even for clustered systems with full-duplex relays, all relay systems fall short of MIMO, mainly due to multiplexing gain limitations. The same problem persists in cooperative systems with multiple source-destination pairs.
Overall, our work sheds light onto high SNR behavior of cooperative networks as described by the DMT, and suggests optimal transmission and relaying strategies.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the general system model. In Section III, we give some preliminary information that will be used frequently in the rest of the paper. In Section IV, we solve the single-user, single-relay problem with multiple antennas for full-duplex relays, and in Section V, we solve the same problem for half-duplex relays (Problem 1). Section VI introduces MARC, and suggests an achievable DMT (Problem 2). In Section VII, we study two problems: the two-relay system with a single source-destination pair (Problem 3), and the two-source two-destination problem (Problem 4). Finally, in Section VIII we conclude.
II. GENERAL SYSTEM MODEL
For the most general model all the channels in the system have independent, slow, frequency nonselective, Rician fading. For Rician fading channels, the channel gain matrix is written as where , and denote the Rician factor, the line-of-sight component, and the scattered component, respectively. The DMT for Rician channels are studied in detail in [51] . In [51] , the authors find that for finite Rician factor , the channel mean does not affect the DMT behavior, and the system DMT will be equal to that of a Rayleigh-fading channel with . On the other hand, in [52] the authors study the effect of on MISO and SIMO DMT when approaches infinity. They find that for large , the system diversity increases linearly with . Moreover, when tends to infinity, the diversity gain is infinity for all multiplexing gains up to . Based on the above observations, without loss of generality, in this work we assume a discrete approximation to the Rician model: If two nodes are apart more than a threshold distance , the line-of-sight component is too weak and the Rician factor can be assumed to be equal to zero. Thus, the channel gain matrix is distributed as Rayleigh, and we say that the nodes are in Rayleigh zones, Fig. 1(a) . On the other hand, if the internode distance is less than , the line-of-sight component in the received signal is strong; can be assumed to be infinity and the Rician distribution approximates a Gaussian. In this case, we say that the nodes are in AWGN zones, Fig. 1(b) .
For the Rayleigh zone, the channel gain matrix for MIMO terminals has independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zeromean complex Gaussian entries with real and imaginary parts each with variance . The variance is proportional to , where denotes the internode distance, and is the path-loss exponent. If nodes and are in the AWGN zone, the channel gain matrix from node to has deterministic entries, all equal to and the channel gain matrix has rank . There is also a dead zone around the nodes, which limits the channel gain. Depending on the locations of the nodes, the Rayleigh or AWGN zone assumption results in two important configurations we will consider: clustered and nonclustered. For the clustered system, all the source(s) and some of the relay(s) are in the same AWGN zone, and the destination(s) and the remaining relay(s) are in another AWGN zone, but the source cluster and the destination cluster, which are more than the threshold distance apart, are in their Rayleigh zones. However, for the nonclustered system, every pair of nodes in the system are in their Rayleigh zones. 1 We do not explicitly study the systems in which some nodes are clustered and some are not in this paper, although our results can easily be applied to these cases as well.
The relay(s) can be full-duplex, that is, they can transmit and receive at the same time in the same band (Sections IV, and VII), or half-duplex (Sections V and VI). The transmitters (source(s) and relay(s)) in the systems under consideration have individual power constraints . All the noise vectors at the receivers (relay(s) and destination(s)) have i.i.d. complex Gaussian entries with zero mean and variance . Without loss of generality, we assume the transmit power levels are such that the average received signal powers at the destination(s) are similar, and we define as the common average received SNR (except for constant multiplicative factors) at the destination. Because of this assumption, for the clustered systems we study in Section VII, the nodes in the source cluster hear the transmitters in their cluster much stronger than the transmitters in the destination cluster, and for all practical purposes we can ignore the links from the destination cluster to the nodes in the source cluster. This assumption is the same as the level set approach of [11] . For nonclustered systems each node can hear all others.
All the receivers have channel state information (CSI) about their incoming fading levels. 2 Furthermore, the relays that perform CF have CSI about all the channels in the system. This can happen at a negligible cost by proper feedback. We will explain why we need this information when we discuss the CF protocol in detail in Section IV. The source(s) does not have instantaneous CSI. We also assume the system is delay limited and requires constant-rate transmission. We note that under this assumption, information outage probability is still well-defined and DMT is a relevant performance metric [53] . There is also short-term average power constraint that the transmitters have to satisfy for each codeword transmitted. For more information about the effect of CSI at the transmitter(s) and variable-rate transmission on DMT we refer the reader to [54] .
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we first introduce the notation, and present some results we will use frequently in the paper.
For notational simplicity we write , if
The inequalities and are defined similarly. In the rest of the paper, denotes the identity matrix of size , denotes conjugate transpose, and denotes the determinant operation. To clarify the variables, we would like to note that denotes the th relay, whereas denotes transmission rates; e.g., will be used for target data rate.
Let denote the transmission rate of the system and denote the probability of error. Then we define multiplexing gain and corresponding diversity as
The DMT of an MIMO is given by , the best achievable diversity, which is a piecewise-linear function connecting the points , where , [37] . Note that . In [37] , the authors prove that the probability of error is dominated by the probability of outage. Therefore, in the rest of the paper we will consider outage probabilities only.
We know that for any random channel matrix of size and for any input covariance matrix of size [37] (
Combined with the fact that a constant scaling in the transmit power levels do not change the DMT [37] , this bound will be useful to establish DMT results. In a general multiterminal network, node sends information to node at rate where is the number of channel uses, denotes the message for node at node , and is 's estimate at node . Then the maximum rate of information flow from a group of sources to a group of sinks is limited by the minimum cut [ denotes the signals received in the set . For information rates from node to , there exists some joint probability distribution , such that for all . Thus, the total rate of flow of information across cut-sets is bounded by the conditional mutual information across that cut-set.
We can use Proposition 1 to find DMT upper bounds. Suppose denotes the target data rate from node to node , and is its multiplexing gain denotes the sum target data rate across cut-set and is its sum multiplexing gain. We say the link from to is in outage if the event occurs. Furthermore, the network outage event is defined as which means the network is in outage if any link is in outage. Minimum network outage probability is the minimum value of over all coding schemes for the network. We name the exponent of the minimum network outage probability as maximum network diversity , where is a vector of all 's. Then we have the following lemma, which says that the maximum network diversity is upper-bounded by the minimum diversity over any cut.
Lemma 1: For each
, define the maximum diversity order for that cut-set as Then the maximum network diversity is upper-bounded as
Proof:
We provide the proof in Appendix I.
In addition to Lemma 1, the following two results will also be useful for some of the proofs.
Lemma 2 ([56]): For two
positive definite matrices and , if is positive semi-definite, then .
Lemma 3:
For two real numbers , , where is a nonnegative real number, implies , or . Therefore, for two nonnegative random variables and , .
The proof follows from simple arithmetic operations, which we omit here. 
IV. MULTIPLE-ANTENNA NODES, SINGLE FULL-DUPLEX RELAY
The general multiple-antenna, multiple-source, destination, relay network includes the multiple-antenna relay channel consisting of a single source, destination, and relay, as a special case. Any attempt to understand the most general network requires us to investigate the multiple-antenna relay channel in more detail. Therefore, in this section we study Problem 1, in which the source, the destination, and the relay has , , and antennas, respectively. This is shown in Fig. 2 . As clustering has a significant effect on the DMT performance of the network, we will look into the nonclustered and clustered cases and examine the DF and CF protocols. In this section, the relay is full-duplex, whereas in Section V, the relay will be half-duplex.
A. Nonclustered System
Denoting the source and relay transmitted signals as and , when the system is nonclustered, the received signals at the relay and at the destination are (2) (3) where and are the independent complex Gaussian noise vectors at the corresponding node. , , and are the , , and channel gain matrices between the source and the relay, the source and the destination, and the relay and the destination, respectively.
Theorem 1:
The optimal DMT for the nonclustered system of Fig. 2 , , is equal to and the CF protocol achieves this optimal DMT for any , , and .
Proof: 1) Upper Bound:
The instantaneous cut-set mutual information expressions for cut-sets and are
To maximize these mutual information expressions we need to choose and complex Gaussian with zero mean and covariance matrices having trace constraints and , respectively, where and denote the average power constraints each node has [57] . Moreover, the covariance matrix of and should be chosen appropriately to maximize . Then using (1) to upper-bound with and with we can write (6) (7) where (8) (9) with (10) The above bounds suggest that the CSI at the relay does not improve the DMT performance under short-term power constraint and constant rate operation. The best strategy for the relay is to employ beamforming among its antennas. For an -antenna MIMO, with total transmit power , the beamforming gain can at most be [37] , which results in the same DMT as using power . Therefore, CSI at the relay with no power allocation over time does not improve the DMT, it has the same DMT when only receiver CSI is present.
Note that , , with and . Then using Lemma 1, one can easily upper-bound the system DMT by for a target data rate . 2) Achievability: To prove the DMT upper bound of Theorem 1 is achievable, we assume the relay does full-duplex CF as we explain below. We assume the source and the relay perform block Markov superposition coding, and the destination does backward decoding [20] , [58] , [59] . The encoding is carried over blocks, over which the fading remains fixed. In the CF protocol, the relay performs Wyner-Ziv-type compression with side information taken as the destination's received signal. For this operation, the relay needs to know all the channel gains in the system.
For the CF protocol, as suggested in [8] and [20] , the relay's compression rate has to satisfy (11) in order to forward reliably to the destination. Here denotes the compressed signal at the relay. The destination can recover the source message reliably if the transmission rate of the source is less than the instantaneous mutual information (12) We assume and are chosen independently, and have covariance matrices and , respectively. Also, , where is a length-vector with complex Gaussian random entries with zero mean.
has covariance matrix , and its entries are independent from all other random variables. We define (13) (14) (15) (16) Then we have
To satisfy the compression rate constraint in (11), using the CSI available to it, the relay ensures that the compression noise variance satisfies . Note that both sides of this equation are functions of . Then (17) To prove the DMT of (17) we need to find how probability of error decays with increasing when the target rate increases as . As the error events are dominated by outage events, we use the following bound on the probability of outage outage at
where for we first used Lemma 2 to show and the fact that the ratio is monotone decreasing with decreasing for , follows from Lemma 3, and follows because and are the same as the cut-set mutual information expressions and except a constant scaling factor of , and a constant scaling in in the probability expression does not change the diversity gain. We conclude that the system DMT . This result when combined with the upper bound results in
As an alternative to the CF protocol, the relay can use the DF protocol. When the source, the destination and the relay all have a single antenna each, it is easy to show that the DF protocol also achieves the DMT upper bound, which is equal to . The following theorem derives the DMT of the DF protocol for arbitrary , , and and shows that the optimality of DF does not necessarily hold for all , , and .
Theorem 2:
For the system in Fig. 2 , DF achieves the DMT shown in (24) at the bottom of the page.
Proof: We provide the proof in Appendix II.
We next consider examples for the DF DMT performance and compare with Theorem 1. If or (or both) is equal to , we find that DF meets the bound in Theorem 1 and is optimal irrespective of the value of . Similarly, we can show that for cases such as or , as for all , DF is optimal. A general necessary condition for DF to be optimal for all multiplexing gains is . If , then , and DF will be suboptimal. Whenever , the degrees of freedom in the direct link are larger than the degrees of freedom in the source-to-relay link, that is, . For multiplexing gains in the range , the relay can never help and the system has the direct link DMT . Therefore, DF loses its optimality. For example, if , then DF is optimal only for multiplexing gains up to , but for , DF is suboptimal. In particular, DF does not improve upon in the range . Fig. 3 shows the CF and DF DMT for , and Fig. 4 shows the CF and DF DMT for . When we compare the figures, we see that the CF protocol is if if (24) Fig. 3 . The source has two antennas, the destination has two antennas , and the relay has one antenna, (m; n; k) = (2; 2; 1). The network is nonclustered. Fig. 4 . The source has two antennas, the destination has two antennas, and the relay has two antennas, (m; n; k) = (2; 2; 2). The network is nonclustered.
always DMT optimal, but the DF protocol can still be suboptimal even when the source-to-relay link has the same degrees of freedom as the link from the source to the destination. The suboptimal behavior of DF arises because the outage event when the relay cannot decode can dominate for general and . In addition to this, for multiplexing gains larger than , the relay never participates in the communication because it is degrees of freedom limited and cannot decode large multiplexing gain signals. For this region, we observe the direct link behavior. We conclude that soft information transmission, as in the CF protocol, is necessary at the relay not to lose diversity or multiplexing gains. Fig. 5 shows the outage probability versus total for DF and CF protocols for , ,
. The channel gain matrices , , and have i.i.d. complex Gaussian entries, with real and imaginary parts zero mean and variance each. We have . The figure also includes the MIMO for comparison. We assume the total power constraint is the same for both the MIMO and relay systems. In the MIMO system, the antennas share the total power equally and send uncorrelated signals. We observe that while DF achieves , CF achieves , and performs similarly to the MIMO as predicted by Theorem 1. The above analysis also reveals that CF and DF protocols do not always behave similarly, unlike the single-antenna relay system. The degrees of freedom available also has an effect on relaying strategies.
B. Clustered System
Clustering can sometimes improve the system performance, since it eliminates fading between some of the users. We will observe an example of this in Section VII, when there are multiple relays. Therefore, in this subsection we study the DMT behavior of a single-relay system, when the relay is clustered with the source. The analysis presented in this subsection can easily be modified if the relay is clustered with the destination. The system input and output signals are the same as in (2) and (3) but for the clustered case all the entries of are equal to .
Theorem 3: For the system in Fig. 2 , when the relay is clustered with the source, the CF protocol is optimal from the DMT perspective for all .
We omit the proof, as the achievability follows the same lines as in Theorem 1, and results in the same outage probability expression in (23) , which is equal to the upper bound.
We next compute the DMT of the clustered system explicitly for , arbitrary and . We conjecture the same form holds for arbitrary as well. For the clustered case, for any or , has rank , hence we have the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1: Theorem 4 is true for arbitrary .
We observe that if , although the source and the relay both have multiple antennas, as the channel gain matrix in between is AWGN and has rank , it can only support multiplexing gains up to . This is because having multiple antennas at the transmitter and/or the receiver in an AWGN channel only introduces power gain. Therefore, , the mutual information across cut-set , never results in outage for multiplexing gains up to . For multiplexing gains , this cut-set results in a DMT of , even though the relay has antennas. The next theorem is a counterpart of Theorem 2 for the clustered case.
Theorem 5: For the system in Fig. 2 , when the relay is clustered with the source, the DF protocol achieves the DMT
if if
Proof: The outage probability for DF is the same as (41) in the nonclustered case of Appendix II. If , then the probability that the relay is in outage is . On the other hand, if , the probability that the relay can decode is , since the source-relay channel can only support multiplexing gains up to .
We have seen in Section IV-A that DF is in general suboptimal for nonclustered multiple-antenna relay channel. However, once we cluster the relay with the source, there are no more outages in the source-relay channel for multiplexing gains up 6 . The source has two antennas, the destination has two antennas, and the relay has one antenna, (m; n; k) = (2; 2; 1). The relay is clustered with the source.
to , and the DF performance improves in this range. However, even with clustering, DF does not necessarily meet the DMT upper bound for arbitrary . Fig. 6 compares the clustered CF and DF DMT for , and Fig. 7 for . Comparing with the upper bound, we can see that clustering improves the DF performance in the range , where DF achieves the upper bound. However, for multiplexing gains larger than , DF is still suboptimal. In fact, in this range, the relay can never decode the source even though they are clustered and hence cannot improve the direct link performance. Although clustering improves the DF performance for low multiplexing gains, it is not beneficial for multiple-antenna scenarios in terms of DMT, it can in fact decrease the optimal diversity gain. This is because when two nodes have multiple antennas, clustering decreases the degrees of freedom in between. This can also be observed comparing Theorem 4 and Theorem 1, as well as the optimal strategies in Fig. 7 Fig . 7 . The source has two antennas, the destination has two antennas, and the relay has two antennas, (m; n; k) = (2; 2; 2). The relay is clustered with the source.
with Fig. 4 . We will also study the effects of clustering in single-antenna multiple relay scenarios in Section VII.
V. MULTIPLE-ANTENNA NODES, SINGLE HALF-DUPLEX RELAY
In the previous section, we studied the relay channel when the relay is full-duplex. Although this is an ideal assumption about the relay's physical capabilities, it helps us understand the fundamental differences between the DF and CF protocols. In this section, we assume a half-duplex, nonclustered relay to study how this affects the DMT behavior of the relay channel.
In half-duplex operation, a state variable , which takes the value if the relay is listening, or if the relay is transmitting, controls the relay operation. For a more general treatment that considers three different states depending on whether the relay is in sleep, listen, or talk states; see [60] . Our results in this section would also be applicable for this case as well. Depending on how the state is designed, half-duplex protocols can be random or fixed. In fixed protocols, the state does not convey additional information to the destination via the state random variable , whereas in random protocols the relay breaks its transmission and reception intervals into small blocks to send extra information through the state. This is equivalent to considering the random binary state as a channel input and designing codebooks to convey information through .
Another categorization based on the state variable is dynamic versus static. If the state is controlled based on channel realizations, we have a dynamic protocol. On the other hand, if does not depend on CSI, the protocol is called static. Note that fixed protocols are included in random ones, and static protocols in dynamic ones. The most commonly used relaying protocols are fixed and static, and of the form shown in Fig. 8 . The DDF protocol of [39] is an example to a fixed, dynamic protocol.
For the multiple-antenna half-duplex relay channel, using Lemma 1 directly, results in the full-duplex bound, which is not tight for half-duplex operation. Therefore, we first state the following lemma to provide a half-duplex DMT upper bound for random, static protocols. The lemma also suggests that sending information through the state does not improve DMT. Lemma 4 can be modified for random, dynamic state protocols as well.
Lemma 4:
For the multiple-antenna half-duplex relay channel, the half-duplex DMT upper bound for random, static state protocols is equal to (25) where (26) where . Proof: We provide the proof in Appendix IV.
Our next theorem and corollary provide the first half-duplex DMT achieving relaying protocol in the literature.
Theorem 6: For the random, dynamic state, half-duplex relay channel with antenna source, antenna relay, and antenna destination, the CF protocol is DMT optimal.
Corollary 1: For , the half-duplex DMT upper bound is equal to the full-duplex DMT . Therefore, CF is a DMT optimal half-duplex protocol for the singleantenna relay channel.
Proof of Theorem 6: First, we prove that CF is optimal among static protocols and then show that the same proof follows for dynamic protocols as well.
At state , the received signals at the relay and the destination are and at state , the received signal at the destination is given as
Here
, and are of size and column vectors, respectively, and denote transmitted signal vectors at node and at state , . Similarly, and are the received signal vectors of size and .
We first find an upper bound to the DMT using Lemma 4. Without loss of generality, we use a fixed-state static protocol as shown in Fig. 8 . This is justified by the proof of Lemma 4, which states that fixed and random protocols have the same DMT upper bound. For the half-duplex relay channel using the cut-set around the source and around the destination as shown in Fig. 2 , where we denoted with with an abuse of notation. Therefore, the best achievable diversity for the half-duplex relay channel for fixed satisfies (32) Optimizing over we find an upper bound on the static multipleantenna half-duplex relay channel DMT as (33) Appendix V shows that half-duplex CF achieves the upper bound in (33) . For dynamic protocols, the DMT upper bound will change because of the CSI available at the relay. Appendix V also shows that if CF is allowed dynamic operation, it achieves the dynamic DMT upper bound as well. 
A. Static Half-Duplex DMT Computation
In general, it is hard to compute the exact DMT of Theorem 6. In particular for static protocols, to find and for general , , and we need to calculate the joint eigenvalue distribution of two correlated Hermitian matrices, Proof: The proof follows the ideas presented in [37] , [39] , and is provided in Appendix VI.
Although we do not have an explicit expression for or for general , we can comment on some special cases and get insights about multiple-antenna, half-duplex behavior. First we observe that and depend on the choice of , and the upper bound of (33) is not always equal to the full-duplex bound. As an example, consider , for which is shown in Fig. 9 . To achieve the full-duplex bound for all , needs to have , whereas needs . As both cannot be satisfied simultaneously, will be less than the full-duplex bound for all .
On the other hand, to maximize the half-duplex DMT it is optimal to choose whenever . To see this, we compare (30) with (31), and note that both and for . Furthermore, for , and is a nondecreasing function in . Therefore, must reach its maximum at .
B. Discussion
When , the best known half-duplex DMT in the literature is provided by the DDF protocol [39] . The DDF protocol achieves if if which does not meet the upper bound for , as in this range, the relay does not have enough time to transmit the high-rate information it received. We would like to note that, if the relay had all CSI, the DMT of the DDF protocol would not improve. With this CSI the relay could at best perform beamforming with the source; however, this only brings power gain, which does not improve DMT. It is also worth mentioning that when only relay CSI is present, incremental DF [6] would not improve the DMT performance of DF. Unless the source knows whether the destination has received its message or not, it will never be able to transmit new information to increase multiplexing gains in incremental relaying.
In general it is hard to compute the DMT of multiple-antenna DDF. This is because the instantaneous mutual information DDF achieves in a multiple-antenna relay channel is equal to of (28) where is the random time instant at which the relay does successful decoding. Thus, it is even harder to compute the DMT for this case than for fixed . Moreover, we think that the multiple-antenna DDF performance will still be suboptimal. In Section IV, we showed that for a multiple-antenna full-duplex relay system, the probability that the relay cannot decode is dominant and the DF protocol becomes suboptimal. Therefore, we do not expect any relay decoding based protocol to achieve the DMT upper bound in the multiple-antenna half-duplex system either. This conjecture is also demonstrated in Fig. 10 , which shows the outage probability versus total for DDF and CF protocols for , , , . The source has twice the power the relay has. The matrices , , and have i.i.d. complex Gaussian entries with real and imaginary parts zero mean and variance . We observe that the diversity gain the CF protocol achieves is approximately , whereas the DDF protocol approximately achieves .
VI. THE MULTIPLE-ACCESS RELAY CHANNEL
The most general network we introduced in Section I includes the MARC as a subproblem, (Problem 2). The model for MARC is shown in Fig. 11 . Our emphasis is on half-duplex MARC. As in Section V, without loss of generality we consider a static, fixed-state protocol, where the relay listens for fraction of time, transmits for fraction, and sources transmit all the time. For the half-duplex MARC we have at state (when the relay listens) and at state (when the relay transmits), the received signal at the destination is given as In this section, we examine the DMT for the MARC. We present our results for the MARC with single-antenna nodes to demonstrate the basic idea.
The DMT upper bound for the symmetric MARC occurs when both users operate at the same multiplexing gain , , 3 and is given in [45] as if if (34) which follows from cut-set upper bounds on the information rate. Although this upper bound is a full-duplex DMT bound, it is tight enough for the half-duplex case when each node has a single antenna. We see that this upper bound has the single-user DMT for , and has the relay channel DMT with a twoantenna source for high multiplexing gains. This is because for low multiplexing gains, the typical outage event occurs when only one of the users is in outage, and at high multiplexing gains, the typical outage event occurs when both users are in outage, similarly to multiple-antenna multiple-access channels [61] .
In Sections IV and V, we have observed that CF is DMT optimal for full-duplex and half-duplex multiple-antenna relay channels. This motivates us to study the performance of CF in MARC. To achieve the above DMT performance, two types of operation are necessary. For low multiplexing gains , and utilize time sharing, and equally share the relay. Here both and transmit for the half of the total time, for of the whole time slot helps only, and in the last quarter, helps . Then we can directly apply the results obtained in Section V, which results in the DMT in terms of the sum multiplexing gain. For high multiplexing gains , both sources transmit simultaneously. In this multiple-access mode, for , both users being in outage is the dominant outage event, the system becomes equivalent to the multiple-antenna half-duplex relay channel, and CF achieves the DMT upper bound. For comparison the achievable DMT with DDF for MARC satisfies [45] if if if
We also compare our results with the MAF protocol for the MARC channel [46] , [47] in Fig. 12 . The MAF performance is given as if if
We observe that for low multiplexing gains, when single-user outage is dominant, it is optimal to decode the sources; however, for high multiplexing gains, compression works better. The MAF protocol is also optimal for high multiplexing gains.
In Section IV, we observed that for a full-duplex relay channel, when terminals have multiple antennas, DF becomes suboptimal, whereas CF is not. Hence, we conjecture that DDF will not be able to sustain is optimality even in the low multiplexing gain regime when the terminals have multiple antennas. Moreover, it is not easy to extend the MAF protocol for multiple-antenna MARC. Even when we have one source, the DMT for the multiple-antenna NAF protocol for the relay channel is not known, only a lower bound exists [42] . On the other hand, for the multiple-antenna case, CF will still be optimal whenever decoding all sources together is the dominant error event. However, for some antenna numbers , , and , single-user behavior will always dominate [61] .
VII. SINGLE-ANTENNA NODES, MULTIPLE RELAYS
In this section, we examine Problem 3 and Problem 4 to see how closely a cooperative system can mimic MIMO in terms of DMT. We first study a single source-destination pair with two relays (Problem 3) in Section VII-A, then consider two sources and destinations (Problem 4) in Section VII-B. In both cases, each node has a single antenna. We also assume the nodes are full-duplex so that we can observe the fundamental limitations a relaying system introduces. 
A. Single Source-Destination, Two Relays
In this system, there is a single source-destination pair and two relays as shown in Fig. 13 , where is defined in Section II. As discussed in Section II, we assume the to link (shown as the dashed line in Fig. 13 ) is present only if the system is not clustered. If the system is not clustered, then the channel gains are also Rayleigh. On the other hand, if the system is clustered, then and are equal to and , respectively, which are the Gaussian channel gains.
denotes the AWGN noise, which is independent at each receiver. The source, the first relay , and the second relay , have power constraints , , and , respectively. We assume the target data rate . The following theorems summarize the main results of this section.
Theorem 9:
The optimal DMT for the nonclustered system of Fig. 13, , is equal to This optimal DMT is achieved when both relays employ DF strategy.
Proof: Please refer to Appendices VIII and IX for the DMT upper bound and achievability results, respectively.
Theorem 10:
The optimal DMT for the clustered system of Fig. 13 , where is clustered with the source and is clustered with the destination, is equal to if if
The mixed strategy, where does DF and does CF achieves the optimal DMT.
Proof: Please refer to Appendices VIII and X for the DMT upper bound and achievability results, respectively. Theorem 9 says that if the system is nonclustered it can at most have a transmit or a receive antenna array DMT behavior, but cannot act as a MIMO in terms of DMT. On the other hand, Theorem 10 confirms the fact that the multiplexing gain for the clustered system is limited by . However, for all , the clustered system can mimic a MIMO, which means is achievable at . The DMT performances for nonclustered and clustered systems as well as MIMO are illustrated in Fig. 14 . We also display the outage probability versus for this clustered case in Fig. 15 for , where . We assumed and . Also, , , are i.i.d. with . For comparison, we also show the outage probability of a MIMO channel, where the two transmit antennas share the total power equally and send uncorrelated signals. The MIMO channel and the relay system have the same total power constraint. We observe that as predicted, the clustered relay network has the same diversity as the MIMO and at , is achievable. We would like to note that for the clustered case, CF is essential at , and a strict decoding constraint at would limit the system performance. If both relays do DF, will always be able to decode for all multiplexing gains , as the channel can support rates up to . Thus, it is as if there is a two-antenna transmitter. However, may or may not decode. Adapting Appendix IX to the clustered case we can easily find the probability of outage at the destination from (54) as outage at , which shows that the decoding constraint at limits the system performance, the system still operates as a transmit antenna array. Even though one could improve upon this strategy by using the DF protocol of [20] , which allows the relays to process the signals they hear from the source and the other relay jointly, this still does not provide MIMO behavior. In this case, both the destination and observe DMT, and outage at which is still suboptimal as it cannot achieve the upper bound of Theorem 10. Although the destination can always understand reliably (because of the clustering assumption), whenever both of them fail, the system is in outage. However, for the receive cluster, CF fits very well. If the received signal at the destination has high power due to large and , then to destination channel has lower capacity because in the decoding process is treated as interference. On the other hand, the correlation between the relay and destination signals is higher and a coarse description is enough to help the destination. However, if the side information has low received power, the to destination channel has higher capacity and can send the necessary finer information as the correlation is less.
In [20, Theorem 4] , the authors prove an achievable rate for a multiple-relay system, in which some of the relays DF and the rest CF. Furthermore, the relays that perform CF partially decode the signals from the relays that perform DF. Performing this partial decoding leads to higher achievable rates. However, to achieve the DMT upper bound, for both the nonclustered and clustered cases, there is no need for partial decoding and a simpler strategy is enough.
Note that same multiplexing limitations in Theorem 10 would occur when the source has two antennas and a single-antenna relay is clustered with a single-antenna destination or the symmetric case when the destination has two antennas and a singleantenna relay is clustered with a single-antenna source. These multiple-antenna, single source-destination, single-relay cases were discussed in detail in Section IV. In addition to these, we investigate whether the multiplexing gain limitation is due to the fact that there is only a single source-destination pair in the next subsection.
B. Two-Source Two-Destination Cooperative System
We consider two sources and two destinations, where sources cooperate in transmission and destinations cooperate in reception (Problem 4). The system model is shown in Fig. 16 . Problem 3 studied in Section VII-A would be a special case of this, if one source has no information to send.
First we examine the multicast scenario, when both destinations are required to decode both sources. This is analogous to MIMO systems and represents the information transfer from a group of antennas to another group of antennas. We define individual target data rates and , with a sum target data rate of , ,
. Using the cut-set bounds in Fig. 16 we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2: For a multicast, single-antenna two-source twodestination system, the system DMT is upper-bounded by if the system is nonclustered, and by if the system is clustered. Here is the sum multiplexing gain of the system, and this upper bound is maximized for .
We omit the proof, which is very similar to the upper bound calculation in Section VII-A.
We observe that cooperative multicast is still limited in multiplexing gains. We next study the cooperative interference channel, where is only required to decode and to decode . The cooperative interference channel imposes looser decoding requirements on the destinations and potentially leads to higher achievable rates. The next corollary shows that for the clustered cooperative interference channel it is still not possible to achieve multiplexing gains above . Hence, we conclude the multiplexing gain limitation is not due to having one source-destination, but is due to the finite capacity links within each cluster.
Corollary 3:
A single-antenna two-source two-destination, clustered cooperative interference channel has the best DMT as Proof: We can show that using the upper bound of Lemma 1. The result in [50] suggests that for cooperative interference channel the total multiplexing gain can be at most . Thus, we have . A simple achievable scheme assumes that , pair uses , pair as relays for half of the transmission period to send . In the remaining half, sends to utilizing and as relays. Note that equal distribution of rates gives the best network diversity, since any other distribution of and leads to a lower diversity for one of the streams. Then, for each case, the problem reduces to the one discussed in Section VII-A. We can easily show that this strategy meets the DMT upper bound and that using such a time-division scheme is DMT optimal for the cooperative interference channel.
For comparison, suppose there were two clustered single-antenna sources and a single two-antenna destination. This system can be a virtual MIMO, achieving the full MIMO DMT, unlike the single-antenna two-source two-destination system described above. In this case, when high diversity gains are needed, the sources can cooperate, decode and forward each other's signals using time division, and collectively act as a two-antenna transmitter similar to the above argument. For high multiplexing gains, they simply operate in the multiple-access mode, i.e., each source sends its own independent information stream, and thus can attain all multiplexing gains up to [37] . However, if we had a two-antenna source and two clustered single-antenna destinations, the system would be multiplexing gain limited, as CSI is not available at the transmitter [62] . All these examples emphasize the difference between transmit and receive clusters, in addition to the effect of finite capacity links within each cluster.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we find the DMT for the following subproblems of a general multiple-antenna network with multiple sources, multiple destinations, and multiple relays: 1) A single source-destination system, with one relay, each node has multiple antennas.
2) The multiple-access relay channel with multiple sources, one destination, and one relay, each node has multiple antennas. 3) A single source-destination system with two relays, each node has a single antenna. 4) A multiple source-multiple destination system, each node has a single antenna. For different configurations we consider the effect of half-duplex or full-duplex behavior of the relay as well as clustering.
First, we study a full-duplex multiple-antenna relay system DMT. We examine the effect of clustering on both the DMT upper bounds and achievability results. We compare a single-antenna relay system with a multiple-antenna relay system, when the source, the destination, and the relay have , , and antennas, respectively, and investigate the effects of increased degrees of freedom on the relaying strategies DF, and CF. We find that multiple-antenna relay systems have fundamental differences from their single-antenna counterparts. Increased degrees of freedom affects the DMT upper bounds and the performance of different relaying strategies leading to some counterintuitive results. Although the DF protocol is simple and effective to achieve the DMT upper bounds in single-antenna relay systems, it can be suboptimal for multiple-antenna relay systems, even if the relay has the same number of antennas as the source. On the other hand, the CF strategy is highly robust and achieves the DMT upper bounds for all multiplexing gain values for both clustered and nonclustered networks. Clustering is essential for DF to achieve the DMT upper bound for low multiplexing gains, but does not help in the high multiplexing gain region. Additionally, it has an adverse effect on both the upper bound and the DF achievable DMT if the relay has multiple antennas due to decreased degrees of freedom in the source-relay channel.
We extend the above full-duplex results obtained for the multiple-antenna relay channel to the half-duplex relay as well. We show that for the multiple-antenna half-duplex relay channel the CF protocol achieves the DMT upper bound. Although it is hard to find the DMT upper bound explicitly for arbitrary , , and , we have solutions for special cases. We show that the half-duplex DMT bound is tighter than the full-duplex bound in general, and CF is DMT optimal for any , , and . We also argue that the DDF protocol or any decoding-based protocol would be suboptimal in the multiple-antenna half-duplex relay channel as they are suboptimal in the full-duplex case.
We next investigate the MARC. In MARC, CF achieves the upper bound for high multiplexing gains, when both users being in outage is the dominant outage event.
Finally, we compare wireless relay and cooperative networks with a physical MIMO system. We show that despite the common belief that the relay or cooperative systems can be virtual MIMO systems, this is not possible for all multiplexing gains. Both for relay and cooperative systems, even if the nodes are clustered, the finite capacity link between nodes in the source cluster and the finite capacity link between the nodes in the destination cluster are bottlenecks and limit the multiplexing gain of the system. Cooperative interference channels are also limited in the same way. It is straightforward to extend our results for a single source-destination pair with multiple relays and for cooperative systems with sources and destinations with each destination decoding all sources.
Overall, our results indicate the importance of soft information transmission in relay networks, as in CF, and suggest that protocol design taking into account node locations, antenna configurations, and transmission/reception constraints are essential to harvest diversity and multiplexing gains in cooperative systems.
APPENDIX I PROOF OF LEMMA 1
By Proposition 1, the information rates from node to node in the network satisfy for some . Also, we can easily observe that is implied by the event Then for any coding scheme with rates , we can write
The above statement holds for all coding schemes with rates ; thus, it is also true for the one that minimizes the left-hand side. Then we have (38) The right-hand side is the minimum outage probability for cut-set , and by the definition in the lemma (39) Using the definition of maximum network diversity, we have (40) Substituting (39) and (40) into (38) 
leads to
Since this is true for all the cut-sets, we have We conclude that the maximum network diversity order is upper-bounded by the maximum diversity order of each .
APPENDIX II PROOF OF THEOREM 2
In the DF protocol, the source and the relay employ block Markov superposition coding [55] , [20] and the destination does backward decoding [20] , [58] , [59] . For achievability, we constrain the relay to decode the source signal reliably. If based on its received the relay cannot decode, then it remains silent (or sends a default signal). We assume this is known at the destination, which can be communicated at a negligible cost. Since fading is constant for all blocks, this has to be communicated only once.
The relay decodes if the instantaneous mutual information satisfies If the relay can decode, the mutual information at the destination is , otherwise, it is . We choose and independently as complex Gaussian with zero mean with covariance matrices and , respectively. Then we can write where and and are defined in (13) and (14), respectively. We calculate the probability of outage as shown in (41) at the bottom of the page, for which we used the fact that for , and for , , and
. Hence, we can write the DMT for DF as in (24) . Note that any other choice of , , and would not improve this result. This is because for any , , and , due to (1), the mutual information expressions have the upper bounds and where is defined in (9) . A DMT calculation using these upper bounds would result in the same DMT as in (24) .
APPENDIX III PROOF OF THEOREM 4
First, the mutual information for cut-set is the same as the nonclustered case of (5), and the DMT upper bound for this cut-set is . For cut-set we need to find the DMT for the channel where is defined in (10) THEOREM 6 To illustrate that CF achieves the DMT in Theorem 6, we follow the CF protocol of Section IV. In the static half-duplex case, the relay listens to the source only for fraction of time with . The Wyner-Ziv type compression rate is such that the compressed signal at the relay can reach the destination error-free in the remaining fraction of time, in which the relay transmits. Then, for a fixed , the instantaneous mutual information at the destination is subject to (42) Note that the above equations incorporate the half-duplex constraint into (11) and (12) . The source and relay input distributions are independent, is the auxiliary random vector which denotes the compressed signal at the relay and depends on and . More information on CF can also be found in [14] , [21] , [22] for the half-duplex case for single-antenna nodes.
We consider and are i. As the achievable DMT cannot be larger than the upper bound, we conclude that CF achieves the bound in (32) for any . Thus, it also achieves the best upper bound of (33) . If the relay is dynamic, CF can also behave dynamically and will be a function of CSI available at the relay. For dynamic CF, we can still upper-bound the probability of outage at the destination with (45) , which is equivalent to the DMT upper bound for dynamic protocols at high . Hence, dynamic CF achieves the dynamic half-duplex DMT upper bound.
APPENDIX VI PROOF OF THEOREM 7
In this appendix, we prove Theorem 7. For , (30) can be written as with where are independent exponentially distributed random variables with parameter , that denote the fading power from the source antenna to the receive antenna at the destination or at the relay, respectively. Let , . Then are i.i.d. with probability density function Let denote the outage event for a target data rate . Then probability of outage is where is the set of real -vectors with nonnegative elements. The outage event is defined as where, without loss of generality, we assume and and is given as (46) We have because does not change the diversity gain, decays exponentially with if , is for , and approaches for at high [37] , follows because at high converges to , finally is due to Laplace's method [37] .
As a result, . To solve the optimization problem of (46 In the half-duplex MARC, when both sources transmit simultaneously and the relay does CF for the signal it receives, similar to CF discussed in Sections IV and V, the information rates satisfy for independent , , and subject to (47) where is the auxiliary random variable which denotes the quantized signal at the relay and depends on and [44] and is the fraction of time the relay listens.
To compute these mutual information, we assume and are independent, complex Gaussian with zero mean, have variances and , respectively, and , where is a complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance and is independent from all other random variables. We define where Since the relay has relevant CSI, using (47) it can choose the compression noise variance to satisfy Then
To find a lower bound on the achievable DMT, we use the union bound on the probability of outage. For symmetric users with individual target data rates and a target sum data rate , the probability of outage at the destination is outage at (49) One can prove that the first and second terms and are on the order of at high , for any . To see this we write (48) explicitly as
As the relay compresses both sources together, the compression noise is on the order of and the term does not contribute to the overall mutual information at high .
The last term in (49) can be analyzed similarly as in Section IV, as this term mimics the two-antenna source, one-antenna relay, and one-antenna destination behavior. For , we follow the proof from (44) From first line to the second, we used the fact that with as a multiple-antenna system has higher capacity than a system. To provide upper bounds, we will use the cut-set bounds as argued in Lemma 1. The cut-sets of interest are shown in Fig. 13 and denoted as , , and . We will see that these will be adequate to provide a tight bound.
In order to calculate the diversity orders for each cutset, we write down the instantaneous mutual information expressions given the fading levels as To maximize this upper bound we need to choose  ,  ,  and  complex Gaussian with zero mean and variances  ,  , and , respectively, where , , and denote the average power constraints each node has [57] . Then (50) (51) (52) where (53) and we used (1) We assume the source, and perform block Markov superposition coding. After each block and attempt to decode the source. The destination does backward decoding similar to the case in Section IV.
Using the block Markov coding structure both and can remove each other's signal from its own received signal in (35) and (36) (54) where (55) (56) (57) and , as the system is nonclustered.
Using the fact that and , this outage probability becomes outage at at high , which is equivalent to the outage behavior of a system (or ) system. Hence, in a nonclustered system, if both relays do DF, the DMT in Theorem 9 can be achieved.
APPENDIX X PROOF OF ACHIEVABILITY IN THEOREM 10
To prove that the DMT of Theorem 10 is achievable, we use the mixed strategy suggested in [20] , in which does DF and then the source node and the first relay together perform block Markov superposition encoding. Similarly to the nonclustered case in Appendix IX, we require to decode the source message reliably, and to transmit only if this is the case. We assume that and the destination know if transmits or not. is an independent complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean, variance
, and independent from all other random variables.
We define where is given in (53) . Using the definitions of , , and from (55), (57) ,and (56), with and , the instantaneous mutual information expressions conditioned on the fading levels for the mixed strategy become
The mutual information in the compression rate constraint of (59) are Then the compression noise power has to be chosen to satisfy (60) Note that both sides of the above inequality are functions of . Using the CSI, the relay will always ensure (60) is satisfied.
After substituting the value of the compression noise in (58), we need to calculate outage decodes . Given decodes, this problem becomes similar to Problem 1, and we can find that when outage decodes , .
Finally, as outage at , we say the mixed strategy achieves the DMT bound.
